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Minutes of the Mayor' s Commission on Well- Being held on November 4, 2020 at 201 S.
Cortez Prescott, Arizona.

1.  CALL TO ORDER

John Murphy called the meeting to order at 3: 06pm.

2.  ROLL CALL

John Murphy
Peg Travers
Kristy Everson- not present
Terri Farneti

Cecelia Jernigan

Vickie Johnston

Rita Kavanaugh

Bonnie McMinn

Council Liaison, Mayor Pro Tern Orr

Staff Liaison, Kelly Tolbert

3.   Regular Agenda

A. Approval of October 7, 2020 minutes

Motion to approve- Bonnie McMinn

Seconded- Rita Kavanaugh

All Approved

4.   Survey

John says it's helpful having had Rita organize the survey comments into
buckets. Bonnie asks if the " general comments" include the # 6

And do they include the second and third batch, and are there additional
comments from

Rita says Ann sent them everything that has been received
Rita says it could be because of the length

Terri has been promoting the survey on the YCCHS page
Billie says we still have 960 Peg says about a 40 survey since last time



Peg has observations-concerns about the the comments from the Commission
and surveys. She doesn' t think we' re going to accrue a statistically significant
amount. She feels she has failed by not coming up with a survey.

There are no demographics which is a big, missing piece. In reading the
comments, we know that certain groups distributing it. So there is a specific
agenda associated with the comments, for example Save the Dells, and with

such a small group of respondents the results are skewed
Bonnie asks where the Save the Dells comments are

Billie says they are not specific about Save the Dells but they are skewed

Peg says since we don' t have demographics, but from reading the responses you
can tell where they originated.

Bonnie says comments on trails are pretty general, not a specific group
John says 90% were positive about trails and do not match with the comments;

may have not been as insightful. He thinks it is a good survey, maybe missing
some pieces, and maybe we need to review. Peg says the food/ healthy eating
questions are missing and kept us from accomomplishing our goals.
Bonnie says like Rita says, it is COVID.

Billie says a lot of the comments are politically charged, and that we can not
conclude too much because it' s not

Bonnie says she viewed the Parklet meeting and they had 1700 respondents,
PDP sent it out and the FM sent it out. Billie says the parklet survey was very
specific to businesses

Billie recommends revisiting the survey in about a year, after getting through
COVID. John says, on the topic of partners, imagine having hundreds what we
could do. But at this time we do not have that network capability. Another
postitive from the survey was involving the medical community. Not having a
demographic was well- intended but became a short coming. Peg says we
wanted to determine how people eat and exercise.
Billie says she disagrees, the comments were where th

Peg says in hindsight she would wait to distribute til after COVID.

Bar graphs seem positive but comments are negative.

Bonnie asks if there is so

Rita says she tried to quantify, there are a number of categories, she grouped
ones that she didn' t feel was actionable

Masks were second

Comments about the Well- being Commission
There are action items that we have worked on, medical community, podcasts,
website, exercise classes, nutrition classes, COVID do' s & don' ts

The reason why the #' s do not match is they were general
Terri says every Commissioner helped in getting the survey distributed-
Community health partners, Bert ( jams probably got involved, she would like to



see the comments. John asks have we not seen the comments. Kelly says she
will request them from Ann.

Peg says second two batches
Terri says it would be beneficial to see them as a Commissioner

John says we have learned a lot, the comments show a lot of angst in the

community and that from the overall picture we should focus on a unified
community

John, addressing the garden topic. Prescott College has a program and
he was able to bring an item from it to Rotary. For us to bring groups that are
divergent to

Bonnie says her only issue was that it was not discussed as a Commission and
voted on without

Many people were upset about the Hilton hotel, optics, the very same people
writing comments

It' s important to be aware when Commissioners are out in the public
Billie says we do care. That' s why she has spent considerable time reviewing
them. Bonnie says we gave people a chance to speak their minds, so that' s what
we get

High percentage of satisfaction with trails, people exercising,
John says there is an overall positive feeling of happiness for the City
John says he has a non- profit that focuses on the gardens so he offered to take
on that initiative. Private funds are being raised to support this newer initiative.
He felt it' s a positive that can potentially heal our community. He believes there is
a real under current

Bonnie says that it was not explained in those terms; we need to be careful and

structured about what we' re doing. Peg says that it was not explained that way in
the previous meeting- that John is taking that on rather than the Commission so it
did not have to be voted on. Peg asks are we at a point, since we' re not
capturing demographics, can we motion to retire the survey? Review the

information we have but retire it as it stands. Ann Steward recommends using a
different vehicle for any future surveys- mechanism isn' t a good fit & reconsider it

We have an article promoting it.
M- Peg suggests that we retire the survey at the end of Nov
2'  - Terri seconds

All in favor

John recommends we review how we structure our questions

5.  Arizona Town Hall meeting
3 sessions were done

Billie attended the middle, Terri attended one

Vitalist- she is very familiar



Billie says they would like to do a virtual addressing our 5 branches; they are
willing to put this on by the end of the year, maybe we can put something on in
December

Billie said they met with Dr. Askari asking about sponsorships; and maybe we
can do a hybrid in the Spring
Pat Norris, is the chair of AZ Town Hall we just need to get attendees
John says what a great group, what would that give us? Billie says as a board

member they take on causes, families, water, this year is vibrant communities
This fits well with our circle and 5 branches. There is a lot of discussion and you
leave with big ideas. They put together policy recommendations and it filters to
the proper group to get it implemented. They recommend how to

Billie is recommending us to come up with time in December.
Bonnie asks what is the time commitment. Billie says 3 hours. We could break it

up into several sessions. Bonnie says in Zoom you can do breakout groups.
People who have expressed interest in the Commission

Terri says they are hosting a community partner event Dec 2- held at the Heights
Church- info about what different agencies are doing. Terri will get us a flyer.
Bonnie asks can we get it done in 6 weeks? John says really it' s 4 weeks. Billie
suggests looking at the first of the year.
Billie asks Terri if there' s anything going on the first or second week of January.
NACOG has something around the 13th not in Prescott (w/Pat Norris)
John asks about January 17th
Billie says some Prescott Valley residents would like to participate
Cecelia' s concerns call for Justice and Mental Health which is only 1 hour, is
there anyway to get it to 90 minutes.
Peg asks what the goal of the town hall is? Billie says it' s to create discussion.

Cecelia says they' ve hosted them at ERAU. The time commitment is dependent
on individuals, like working people it is hard to get away. Billie says unless it' s
related to a job. Virtual meetings are different, having it at 90 minutes may be
desirable. Johh asks if there is a way to segment at town hall into branches or
break out sessions. Billie suggests talking with Terri Drew about what NACOG
Victoria Hunger says they have 2 virtual events in November & Dec

Billie & Bonnie & Terri will work with Pat Norris to plan an event. Discussion
about looking at mid- December timing for the event.

M- Peg motions to move forward with the virtual event
2" d- Bonnie seconds

All in favor

6.  Website

Check for updates & add resources pertaining to the survey comments
John announces Lori' s resignation



Peg says at this point in time we do not need to replace her.

7. Power Point Presentation

John summarizes how this went with Rotary.
Shared the survey and asked them to participate
Goal- plateau at 1000
Talked about timing of survey
Wanted to understand

Next is the well- being series
Such a wealth of info in the 5 branches, talked about highlights like the

community garden

Reached out for partnerships, he thinks Rotary will be a partner to help in the
future

Was basically an intro
Brochure was distributed- about 100

Working Powerpoint, nicely flowed, well received, nice introduction

8.  Partnerships

The Launch Pad Teen Center & Better Together event

This could transition to an adult event

Unified understanding of each other- another way to look at civil discourse
This can help bring us closer together
The League of Women Voters in the Verde Valley is hosting a virtual event- free

co- sponsored by OLLI
National civility organization in Massachuttes- kindness, unity in community
Maybe we can find our term to use

Pass it on" campaign- John

Terri says that AZ Town Hall mentioned a " listen and learn" and they' re moving
on to another topic but it' s a nice gesture
Cecelia says Dignity Health has nice commercials and they are partnering with
YRMC

Billie says Vitalist wheel to be sent out again for each Commissioner to review

Peg says some of the other partners we want to keep in touch with
Bonnie- YRMC has not heard back

FM- Kathleen Yetman- John says he will contact her

Peg says Boys and Girls Club- does anyone want to reach out to them? Billie

says she will reach out to Nicole Kennedy; we recently featured them in our
article

Yavapai County- Terri
Yavapai Big Brothers Big Sisters- Rita has a contact
Prescott Area Women Who Care- Billie is on their board and they' re doing
Prescott Area Men Who Care- John wants to become associated with the men



YMCA-Cecelia offers to stop by and talk with them
John asks if it can be a spreadsheet

Any other partnerships?

9.  Well- being Podcast series

John has an idea about what it looks like in his head. He personally invested in
the equipment ( lighting, web cam, etc) but he didn' t have the proper cord
John asks Bonnie to be a guest
All the Commissioners to be a guest, and have them transcribed as blogs
He asks forgiveness for not having the first mock interview, but he will work
toward that

He' s excited because he feels that it is a great communication vehicle for us

10 . Budget/ sponsorships

Peg asks for volunteer hours so that we can start the budget process;
while we have not incurred any real costs it would give a clear understanding of
how we' re getting things done.
John says being on the Commission was not his motivation for donating the
podcast equipment

Call to Commissioners to reach out to community members for guests
Rita suggests if we have add a Commissioner to choose a mental health

professional
Billie says having 8 is easier to have a quorum
Terri is asked if she can help find someone to advise the Commission from the
mental health community
John says a guy named Kyle has a private practice
Billie says WYGC has a broad reach & she is working on:

Prescott Living articles every other month
For Healthy Living- Purpose, Community, next is Unity & Community
Peg offers to help Billie with the articles

11. Future Agenda Items

Survey
AZ Town Hall

Website

Partnerships updates

Podcast

Hours for Budget/ Sponsors

The Launch Pad event

Future events & partnership ideas



10. Public Comment

Members of public may comment on items NOT on the posted agenda, and are limited to three
3) minutes. Please complete a comment card and return it to City staff, speakers will be called

in the order received

11. ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business to discuss John Murphy adjourned the meeting at 4: 40pm.

John Murphy, Chair

ATTEST:

Kelly Tolbert, Staff Liaison


